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Key Questions

• How? 
– How is Vietnam’s education system performing?

• Why?
– Features of Vietnam, education system, accountability relations

• So what? 
–What can Vietnam, world gain from systems approach?



Multiple Countervailing Accountabilities

• High levels of sustained political commitment
• Robust public spending, redistribution across provinces, consistent attention

• Promotion of professionalism within bureaucracy and schools
• Perpetual political processes around the CPV

• High levels of societal involvement in education
• Societal investment, societal engagement



How?



Vietnam’s performance around learning

• Impressive gains suggestive of possibilities 
– Enrollments, achievement*, assessments of learning

• High performing, but room for improvement, often brutal
– Perncious inequalities, inequities around access, quality
–Weaknesses in upper-secondary, post-secondary ed. 

• Vietnam does well, can do better still 
– Systems diagnostic of education system as socially embedded
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Why?
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Systems Thinking

•Why are learning outcomes strong, weak?

•Why do conditions accounting for performance exist?

•What explains systems’ coherence/incoherence for learning?



Research on Improving Systems of Education

• Features of countries' education system

• Features of politics, political commitments, public governance

• Features of accountability relations

Coherence for learning 



Research on the Political Economy of Education and Learning
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The Grand Question

Which features of politics, accountability relations, institutions…

have shaped goals, evolution, and performance…. 

of VN’s  education system (1985-2020)

Particularly with respect to learning



Research Methods

• Historical sociological, extended case approach * PET-A framework
• Deep explorations of embeddedness of education systems, learning

• Process tracing evolution of VN’s education system
• Extensive documents and policy review spanning four decades and beyond

• Data collection, analysis ß RISE, SABER, Levy, Hickey, Hossain etc.
• 76 in-depth interviews at central and local levels, 
• National level + three Vietnam provinces, districts, communes, and schools
• System coherence/incoherence for learning



Social embeddedness of Education system

1. Political commitments of CPV re education, learning

2. Features of accountability relations

3. Societal participation in the education system
• Societal investment, societal engagement



Conjecture 1

Party politics





Conjecture 1: Party Politics

• Presence of CPV means perpetual political process within system
• Runs parallel with policy implementation, service delivery

• Affecting all relations within education system
• Lends force to accountability within and across organizations

• Political priorities within education system addressed regularly 
• Political, career incentives for principals, teachers
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Conjecture 2

Societal investments



Public expenditure on education, Southeast Asia
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Data are most recent figures for World Bank, 2016 

VN’s Law stipulates 20%
of annual budget must go 

to education
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Conjecture 2: Societal Investments

• Circumstances in late 1980s, early 1990s à co-payments
• “Societalization” à three-decades’ effort at resource mobilization
• Investments in education by households in a literal sense

à At best:  “You get what you pay for”     à At worst: Costly, unfair

à Irony: Weakness/limit of system at times lever of accountability

* Not to be romanticized, also a lever of inequality 



Conjecture 3

Societal engagement



https://saostar.vn/xa-hoi/phu-huynh-cang-bang-ron-phan-doi-
he-thong-giao-duc-bill-gates-to-chuc-hoc-them-ngoai-gio-
7522249.html





Conjecture 3: Societal Engagement

Broad civic engagement brings an additional element of accountability

• Vibrant education “public sphere”

• State media plays a clear role, from the central to local levels

• New Media: education sector scandals as staple of “Vietnam political diet”

• Public calls for transparency bring pressure to bear



Teachers: Caught in the Middle

• Highly respected in principle, and key target of reforms

•Meager salararies à extra teaching à diminished status

• Pressures from all corners: parents, (at times corrupt) authorities 

• Evaluated, overloaded w/teaching, admin, political work 



Mulitple Countervailing Accountabilities

• Conjecture 1, regarding political commitments of CPV
• Political leadership, countervailing political force 

• Conjecture 2, regarding “societalization”
• Contributions from society sometimes enhances accountability

• Conjecture 3 – Societal engagement
• Civic engagement encourage a culture of accountability 



PARTY
GOVERNMENT/STATE
LOCAL AUTHORITIES

SCHOOLS
School management, teachers

COMMUNITY
Parents, students, communities

Political Commitment 
& Party Politics

Societal Buy In

Public 
Engagement



So What ?



Significance

• Account for sources, limits of VN’s performance on learning

• Prospective contributions to enhancing policy effectiveness
• Subnational diversity in policies/practices, e.g. finance, EMIS

• Contribute to research on political economy of education



Systems Thinking Subnationally

•Why are learning outcomes strong, weak?

•Why do conditions accounting for performance exist?

•What explains system coherence/incoherence for learning?

• Features of accountability (esp political aspect) in provinces



Exploring Subnational Diversity in Politics

• Political priorities across, within provinces
• Alignment with national policy goals

• Finance, school support
• Features of education finance within system, budgets, 

• Education management and information systems (EMIS)
• Use of information systems across, within provinces

RISE Vietnam Inception-phase Diagnostic 39
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Exploring Subnational Diversity

• Comprehensive, well elaborated policies
• But large gaps with ‘conditions on ground’

• Political commitment, ritual and real 
• Finance, equity but also inequities, e.g. opportunities  

• Fragmented, decentralized, varied system
• Unwieldy distribution of responsibilities

RISE Vietnam Inception-phase Diagnostic 44



Multiple Countervailing Accountabilities

• Modes of education system politics
• What sorts/aspects of political processes can promote coherence?

• Modes of societal investment
• Under what conditions public, private buy-in beget accountability

• Modes of societal engagement
• When/how does civic engagement encourage accountability 



An Approch for an Embedded Analysis

• Distilling key insights from RISE research internationally

• Extending accountabilities research to new contexts

• Leveraging deep understandings of specific contexts 
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